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Abstract—A new combinatorial algorithm based on the

good results in simulation and application, and they can be

characteristics of wavelet transform, particle swarm optimization

roughly divided into different models based on traditional

algorithm and BP neural network for short-term traffic flow

statistical theory, neural network model and nonlinear theory [1].

forecasting was presented in this paper. Firstly, using wavelet

However, the traffic system is a random system with strong

transform, we do multi-resolution decomposition of traffic flow

uncertainty and complexity, a large number of uncertain factors

data and single branch reconstruction on its original scale, then

cause short-term traffic flow to present highly complex

apply the particle swarm optimized BP neural network to forecast

nonlinear characteristics. For these reasons, it’s difficult to

on each reconstruction sequence, at last, add all the forecasting

improve the precision of single prediction mode or to expand

results to the final short-term traffic flow forecasting results. The

the scope of application. And then, the combined forecasting

experimental results show that, comparing to the traditional

model with the advantages of different methods become a better

particle swarm optimized BP neural network and traditional BP

choice.

neural network, the new algorithm significantly improves the

Wavelet analysis is a powerful tool for signal processing and

forecasting accuracy of short-term traffic flow, has a broad

the perfect crystallization of Fourier analysis, functional

application prospect and is more suitable for forecasting short-

analysis, spline analysis, harmonic analysis and numerical

time traffic flow data which contains much more noise or has a

analysis. It has such abilities like stepwise fine and feature

serrated signal curve.

extraction for no stationary random signals [2]. Neural network

Keywords—intelligent transportation system; short-term traffic

has a good robustness, fault tolerance, strong self-learning and

flow forecasting; wavelet transform; short-time traffic flow; neural

adaptive ability, is widely used in pattern recognition, function

network; particle swarm optimization

approximation and other fields. How to choose a proper way to
combine their advantages to improve the accuracy of traffic

Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION

flow prediction has been the concern of many scholars [3]. The

Short - term traffic flow forecasting is the key link to realize

existing methods often use the wavelet transform to filter the

the intelligent transportation system, and its prediction result

high frequency signal, and then use the neural network to

will directly affect the effect of urban traffic control and

predict left signal to improve the fitting accuracy [4]. Although,

induction. The existing predictive models have achieved some
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the prediction accuracy can be improved to a certain extent in

Corresponding to the basic signal that reflects the trend of the

this way, the advantages of the wavelet transform are not fully

nature of the reaction flow, W j is a set of missing information

utilized. He Guo-guang[5] proposed a new idea of wavelet
transform pretreatment for this problem, but only gave the

between two different resolutions of

theoretical explanation, has not attempted to combine it with
the neural network. Therefore, on the basis of the existing

Vj

and

V j 1 ,

V j 1  W j  V j , and corresponding to the interference signal

work[5], we attempt to combine the wavelet transform with the
neural network, consider some useful high frequency signals,

(high frequency signal). After a single branch reconstruction on

and put forward a new traffic flow forecasting idea.

original scale by using Mallta algorithm, they can obtain the
separated approximate information and high frequency

Ⅱ. ALGORITHM

information on the original scale. When the N-level

The algorithm consists of two stages. The first stage uses

decomposition and single branch reconstruction of the signal

wavelet transform to decompose and reconstruct the traffic

are done, N + 1 independent time series can be obtained. If they

flow data. The second stage uses the neural network to predict

are predicted respectively, then we can make full use of wavelet

the reconstructed traffic data. The algorithm includes the

transform’s stepwise fine features, and extract useful

following steps:

information at different frequencies. In this way, the high

(1) Use the wavelet denoising algorithm to remove the noise

frequency characteristics of signal can be retained, which are

from the original traffic flow, and get the traffic signal with

often mistakenly classified as noise in the general algorithm.

some high frequency signals.

Therefore, the prediction accuracy can be significantly
improved.

(2) Use Mallat[6] algorithm to traffic flow signal N-level
decomposition, and to decompose the basic signal and the

Raw Data F

different resolution interference signals.
Denoising

(3) Perform the single branch reconstruction of the basic
V0

signal and the interfering signal at the original resolution,

Wavelet
Decomposition And
Reconstruction

respectively, to obtain N + 1 independent time series.
(4) Use particle swarm optimized BP neural network (PSOBP

...

Wavelet
Decomposition

W11， W21， ...， Wn1， Vn1

neural network) to train and predict N + 1 independent time

...

Single Branch
Reconstruction

series one by one, then the time series prediction results are
W12， W22， ...， Wn2， Vn2

obtained respectively.

...

(5) The algebraic sum of the predicted results of each time
Neural Network
Prediction

series is the predicted result of the real traffic flow.
The above algorithm can be summarized and shown in Fig 1.

Neural Network
Prediction

W13， W23， ...， Wn3， Vn3
Algebraic
Addition

In the first stage, the essence of the multi-resolution

V4

decomposition of the traffic flow based on the wavelet
Fig. 1 Algorithm flowchart

transform principle is to uniquely decompose a set of traffic
signals vi  V0 ( V0 represents the set of original traffic flows,

In the second stage, we use PSOBP neural network. In this
paper, considering the traditional PSO algorithm has some

vkN  VN is the approximate information of vi  V0 on N-

shortcomings as easy to premature convergence, low search
accuracy and low iterative efficiency in latter part[7], we

resolution) with multiple sets of information into different
information subspaces W1 , W2 ,…, WN , VN . VN

introduce mutation operation based on the variation of genetic
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algorithm[8] to the PSO algorithm. This means some variables

T, the formula is as below:

will be reinitialized with a certain probability, then the particles

 sgn      T 
ˆ  

0


can jump out of the current search to the optimal location in a
larger space search, so as to avoid them falling into the local

  T
  T

（4）

̂ is the wavelet coefficients obtained after processing.

extreme point and more likely to find a better solution. In order
to obtain higher prediction accuracy, we set the fitness function

Ⅳ. PARAMETER SETTINGS

of the PSO algorithm as the absolute error between the
predicted value of the neural network and the real value. The

In the wavelet transform, the parameters that need to be

weight threshold with the minimum value of the fitness

determined are the wavelet function type and the wavelet

function, which will be assigned as the initial weight threshold

decomposition layer. In different application areas, the

of the BP neural network, can be found by the global search

selection criteria of wavelet function are different, and the

ability of the PSO algorithm with the mutation operator, and

factors considered generally include symmetry, orthogonality,

then use the BP neural network excellent local optimization and

tight clipping, smoothness, disappearance matrix order and so

nonlinear approximation capacity for traffic flow prediction.

on[10]. Considering that the Mallta algorithm is based on dyadic
wavelet, it is necessary to have orthogonal wavelet functions

Ⅲ. WAVELET DENOISING

such as Coiflet wavelet, Daubechies wavelet, Symlets wavelet

The original traffic flow signal often contains a lot of noise, in

and so on. Coiflet has poor compactness and large

order to avoid large noise covers the essential signal that can

disappearance matrix orders, it’s mainly used in the

reflect the characteristics of traffic flow, we perform the

reconstruction of image. Daubechies is a compacted orthogonal

wavelet denoising on the original signal first.

wavelet, but not symmetry. Symlets wavelet constructed by

Considering that the fixed threshold form and the heuristic

Daubechies wavelet is an orthogonal compact wavelet with

threshold form remove the noise more thoroughly, the soft

approximate symmetric properties, it’s an improvement to

threshold processing generally can achieve a more smooth and

Daubechies and often used in wavelet denoising. Considering

ideal denoising effect than the hard threshold

[9]

. In this paper,

the above factors, this paper chooses SymN as wavelet function

we use heuristic soft threshold to denoise.

for denoising, DbN as wavelet function for wavelet

The heuristic method is used to estimate the threshold first.

decomposition and single branch reconstruction.

Assume the signal is a discrete time series, k is the time, k = 1,

For the selection of the decomposition layer, we generally

2,..., n. The threshold obtained by the unbiased likelihood
estimation is 1 , and the threshold obtained by the fixed

hope that the wavelet decomposition can not only retain the

threshold is  2 , let:

random error, so the number of wavelet decomposition layer

original data information, but also effectively identify the

2

eta 

x n
n

log  n  / log 2 
crit  
n

can’t be too large or too small, in practice it’s difficult to master,

（1）

and there is no absolute and effective evaluation criteria to help
select now. In this paper, considering that the wavelet denoising

1.5

have to retain a certain degree of high frequency interference

（2）

information to facilitate the follow-up operation and can’t be

The heuristic threshold is estimated as follows

2

3  
min( 1 , 2 )

eta  crit
eta  crit

excessive denoising, the decomposition depth can be less than
the best decomposition depth, and for wavelet decomposition
（3）

and reconstruction, the more the number of layers in the
wavelet decomposition and reconstruction, the closer the high

And use the soft threshold to denoise, compare each point’s

frequency information is to the white noise, the less useful

absolute value of the wavelet coefficients  with the specified

information can be obtained, these may cause we mistakenly

threshold value T, if it is less than or equal to T, it becomes zero,

treat the interference signal in the high frequency information

otherwise it becomes the difference between the point value and

as useful signal, and artificially add the error to the prediction
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actual observation value, the better the forecasting effect is.

result. Also, because we need to predict all single branch
reconstruction signals, more decomposition layers will lead that

Ⅵ. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

the data to be processed steep, the algorithm takes too long, the

The experimental data is from the Caltrans (California

prediction accuracy is not obvious higher, even lower. Based on
the above factors, if the best number of decomposed layers

Department

of

Transportation)

PeMS

(Performance

can’t be found in the algorithm, we can preferentially select

Measurement System)

smaller decomposition layers

from a detector (VDS 313111) recorded at a lane every 5

[12]

, we get a total of 2016 traffic data

For the PSO neural network algorithm, the parameters need to

minutes in the January 30, 2017 00:00 to February 25, 2017,

be discussed are mainly the inertia constant ω, the acceleration
constant c1 and c2 [7]. This paper does not focus on the

23:59. Taking into account the difference between the work day

influence of the inertia constant on the PSO algorithm, so we
select   1 . By the literature [11], select c1  c2  2 , the

to Thursday as the training set, and experiment with the 288

remaining parameters are selected based on the actual data size.

Table1 Prediction results of three different algorithms

and the no-work day, we put a total of 1153 data from Monday
data on Friday as the test set.

Ⅴ. EVALUATION CRITERIA

Particle Swarm
BP Neural

Our
Optimized BP Neural

N=6

In this paper, the average relative error, root mean square error

Network

Algorithm
Network

and equal coefficient are chosen as the evaluation criteria.
xireal is the real traffic flow data after wavelet denoising, and

xireal is the predict traffic flow data.
Average relative error:

MRE

0.0230

0.1039

0.1039

RMSE

2.3639

9.2730

9.1860

EC

0.9997

0.9951

0.9952

It can be seen from the above table that the algorithm has a



xireal  xiforecast

N
i 1

significant superiority compared with the traditional PSOBP

xireal

MRE 

neural network and BP neural network, the prediction accuracy

（5）

N

is significantly increased, the strange points in prediction result

MRE is mainly used to measure the overall prediction error,

with large error is significantly reduced, and the prediction

the smaller the MRE is, the higher the prediction accuracy is

curve agrees well with the geometric trend of the real curve.

and the better the prediction effect are.

Figure 2 shows the signal curve of the low frequency signal

Root mean square error:

A5 and the high frequency signals D1, D2 and D3 when the
N

RMSE 

 x

ireal

i 1

 xiforecast 

N

number of decomposition layer is 3. It can be seen that the low-

2

frequency signal A5 is the most basic reflection of the real

（6）

signal, the high-frequency signals D1, D2, D3, although similar

RMSE can amplify big errors and reduce small errors, the

to the noise signal image, but we can find they are more

smaller the RMSE is, the less strange points with great error

stronger when the real signal outline is less clear, it means these

there are and the better the prediction effect is.

high-frequency signals still contain detail and characteristic
information of the original signal. As the number of

Equal coefficient value:

decomposition layers increases, the high frequency signals
EC  1 

N

2

N

2

 i 1  xireal  xiforecast 
 x
i 1

ireal

 xiforecast 

contain less useful information, lower signal strength, and

（7）

closer to white noise.

Equal coefficient value is the geometric characteristic

Figure 3 shows the comparison of the prediction curve and the

evaluation index that can reflect the fitting degree of the

true value curve of three algorithms. It can be seen from Figure

forecasting curve and the actual curve. The higher the value of

3 that the proposed algorithm has the highest accuracy and the

EC is, the much the predict value of traffic flow is close to the

best prediction effect compared with the other two. Even if the
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experimental data show a strong jagged fluctuations, the new

useful high-frequency signals in the fitting process and they are

algorithm can fully fit, while the other two can’t. It also shows

the wrong approximation and neglect.
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True value curve and Prediction curve of three algorithms

signal A5 and high frequency signal D1, D2, D3

Table 2

Prediction results of three algorithms for different decomposition levels in wavelet denosing

Algorithm

Particle Swarm Optimized

BP Neural

BP Neural Network

Network

Our Algorithm
The Number
of Layers: N

MRE

RMSE

MRE

RMSE

MRE

RMSE

Original Data

0.0565

3.6122

0.1827

12.2627

0.1839

12.6179

4

0.0313

2.9842

0.1087

9.9825

0.1120

9.3490

5

0.0311

2.8241

0.1071

9.2635

0.1109

9.2513

6

0.0230

2.3639

0.1039

9.2730

0.1039

9.1860

7

0.0275

2.6339

0.0997

9.3526

0.0939

8.8699

8

0.0320

2.9038

0.1029

9.2313

0.1034

9.1566

10

0.0341

2.7149

0.1133

8.4143

0.1164

8.8244

15

0.0879

2.9600

0.2740

8.8238

0.2780

8.5496

Table 2 shows the prediction results of three algorithms, when

the best prediction effect when the number of decomposing

the number of decomposition layer is different in wavelet

layers is N = 6, and the PSOBP neural network algorithm and

denoising. It can be seen from Table 2 that our algorithm has

the BP neural network algorithm have the best prediction effect
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when N = 7. When N is increased to 15, the accuracy of our

The work in this paper is supported by the National Natural Science

algorithm is significantly reduced, these show that our

Foundation of China under Grants 61233001, 71232006, 61304201,

algorithm is more suitable for predicting traffic flow which

61533019, 61773381 and 91520301; 2016 College Students

preserves some high-frequency "interfering signal" (detail

Innovation and Practice Training Program, Chinese Academy of

signal) or has the relatively non-smooth signal curve, while the

Sciences; Chinese Guangdong’s S&T project (2014B090902001,

traditional PSOBP neural network algorithm and BP neural

2014A050503004, 2015B010103001, 2016B090910001).

network algorithm are more suitable for predicting traffic flow
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